
Maximise your commercial  
property marketing 

Selling or leasing commercial property? 
As specialised property photographers we can help you market all types of property, including hotels, resorts, golf-
courses, factories, restaurants, warehouses, office spaces and shopping centres to name just a few.

About Top Snap
We are a national property photography company, with photographers in most major metropolitan areas. 

Our photographers professionally stage shoots using high-end digital cameras, wide-angle lenses and studio lighting to 
ensure each property is presented at its absolute best, whatever the time of day. Our expert post-production team then 
digitally enhance your images, ensuring they have that professional magazine-quality finish. 

In addition to our quality photographic services, we also offer a wide range of sophisticated property marketing tools. 

Photographic services
 Standard daytime/dusk photography
 Elevated photography
 Aerial photography

Property marketing tools
 Floor plans
 Virtual tours
 Virtual furniture & landscaping
 Copywriting
 Online property tour (free with every photo shoot)



Photographic services 
Standard daytime/dusk photography
By blending multiple exposures of the same image we ensure a building’s external view is as bright as its interior, which 
is akin to what you’d see with the naked eye and helps dramatically boost the appeal of your images.  
And don’t worry if the shoot is booked for a rainy day, as we can insert sunny blue skies in post-production!

Decluttering
We also offer a decluttering service where we can remove items or empty a space completely – perfect for  
tenanted buildings.
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Elevated and aerial photography
Elevated and aerial photography highlight a property’s key selling points such as its size, location, outdoor area or 
surrounding topography, which are not usually visible with regular photography.

Standard floor plans

Simplified architectural plan (textured) 

3D artist impressions

Interactive floor plan

Property marketing services
Floor plans
Laser-measured for accuracy and professionally CAD-drawn, Top Snap’s floor plans help bring a property’s dimensions 
and layout to life.  In addition to standard black and white floor plans we also offer coloured, textured or furnished 
plans, plus site and interactive plans. Our 3D artist impressions, generated from detailed building plans, are perfect 
for rendering yet-to-be-built properties in a highly realistic fashion.
We can incorporate your own branding into a plan, and can also render detailed council/architectural plans more user-
friendly.

360 degree virtual tours 
360-degree rotating virtual tours are a powerful marketing tool, allowing buyers to virtually inspect a property online prior 
to inspection. 
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Virtual furniture & landscaping 
With this cutting-edge technique, images of real furniture are dropped into a room, before shadowing and perspective 
are adjusted to ensure each image looks 100% realistic.  We can also virtually landscape unfinished outdoor areas.

FREE online property tours  
As a Top Snap customer you’ll get a FREE online property tour with 
each shoot, which allows you to choose the order and way in which 
images transition, as well as adding background music, written 
descriptions and recording your own voice-over. The final URL can 
then be loaded to the internet.   

Professional copywriting  
Our copywriting is professionally written to captivate your target audience, while ensuring your brand is not being 
compromised by poorly worded advertisements.
We offer 500 words of copy per property, and can also produce tailor-made copywriting packages if required.
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